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Genomes from different strains of the

same bacterial species often differ

substantially (up to 30%) in gene

content [1-6]. There are two general

ways to account for such gene content

variability (‘patchy distribution’) among

closely related genomes: strain-specific

loss of genes after divergence from a

common species ancestor that con-

tained the genes, and strain-specific

gain of genes after divergence from an

ancestor that lacked them. Gain might

be effected through lateral gene transfer

(LGT), duplication (paralog creation)

or, much less likely, de novo creation.

Several recent publications have

attempted to assess rates of within-

species gain and loss using parsimony-

based approaches applied to gene

presence/absence data, in the context

of a reference strain phylogeny [7-11].

Similar parsimony-based approaches

have also been taken for inferences of

gene gain/loss at larger phylogenetic

distances [12-14].

In such analyses, a pattern like that

shown in Figure 1a would be interpreted

to indicate a single event of gain of a

gene X not present in the species

ancestor, after the separation of taxa 4

and 5. Explaining this distribution as the

result of loss of a gene X initially present

in the ancestor would, in contrast,

require a minimum of four separate

events, a seemingly less parsimonious

scenario. However, reasoning by

parsimony in such a situation requires

difficult-to-test assumptions about the

relative frequency of gain and loss events

(that, for instance, losses are not four

times more frequent than gains).

Moreover, such reasoning is simply

beside the point if we have some other

sort of knowledge about the relevant

processes that suggests we might be

misled by appearances. Here we do know

that gain (at least when it occurs by gene

duplication or LGT) could be effectively

instantaneous, but that loss will more

commonly proceed gradually, through

intermediates we might call pseudogenes

and gene remnants (regions recognizable

as gene-derived only by synteny and

statistically significant sequence simi-

larity to the parent gene). There is thus

an inherent asymmetry between gain

and loss both in terms of defining and of

detecting them, and failure to recognize

gene remnants will inevitably lead to

mistaking a situation like that shown in

Figure 1b (in which a gene present in the

species’ ancestor has deteriorated in all

lineages but one) for the situation in

Figure 1a (in which a gene absent from

the ancestor has been gained in a single

lineage). Our goal in the present analysis

was to assess how often such mistakes

might be made.

Although prokaryotic genomes have

traditionally been viewed as efficiently

packed with functioning genes, and

mutationally biased towards rapid

deletion of dysfunctional regions [15],

there are new indications that

significant numbers of pseudogenes

persist in some genomes [16-18]. In

addition, detailed analyses show that in

reduced genomes such as those of

Rickettsia, intergenic regions often

represent decaying remnants of genes

[19]. Some categorization more nuanced

than ‘presence’ versus ‘absence’ might

thus better capture genome history. But

for gain-and-loss surveys of the sort

cited there may seem to be no

alternative to the binary approach. A

gene is considered ‘present’ if repre-

sented by an open reading frame (ORF)

showing significant similarity in

sequence (with arbitrarily chosen signi-

ficance cutoff) and having similar length
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to a query gene; otherwise it is scored as

‘absent’. We systematically screened

groups of closely related genomes (see

Additional data files 1-3) for gene-

family presence/absence patterns using

several common criteria. When poten-

tial gene remnants detectable by less

stringent methods are included, the

number of gene families for which

events of gain or loss within a species

might be inferred (because they are

scored as present only in some strains)

can drop by as much as 90% (or as little

as 7%) - on average about 60%. The

extent to which recognition of such

remnants will decrease estimates of the

rates of gain of genes by LGT and

increase estimates of the gene content

of species’ ancestors will depend on

how recognition affects inferred patterns

of presence and absence as displayed on

a phylogeny of the species’ strains. Each

gene family must be individually

examined, and where there is frequent

between-strain recombination, not only

is strain phylogeny a problematic

concept [20], but it will sometimes be

the case that gene remnants are

themselves acquired by LGT.

We have assessed the impact of more

complete recognition of gene remnants

in the simplest cases, those species for

which only three genomes are available.

We calculated the number of presence/

absence patterns that change under

different match-length requirements

for the eight such groups in our dataset

(Figure 2). Any change in any of the
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Figure 1
Illustration of parsimony inference from a gene/presence pattern and a reference tree topology. (a,b) Results of parsimonious inferences for the same
gene family, with different criteria used to define presence/absence patterns. In (a) genes are divided into only two categories, present and absent, while
in (b) the absent genes are further classified into gene remnants and genuinely absent.
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possible presence/absence patterns as a

consequence of altered BLAST (Basic

Local Alignment Search Tool) [21]

criteria leads to a change in gain/loss

inference on a three-taxon tree, and in

all cases to a change in inferred

ancestral state. Such numbers are not

negligible in comparison with the total

number of inferred presence/absence

patterns (see the last row in Figure 2).

Therefore, without agreed-upon defini-

tions of presence/absence and reliable

methods of detection, quantitation of

rates of within-species gene gain have

questionable meaning. It is both a
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Figure 2
The analysis of patchily distributed gene families that change their state (present or absent) in different genomes under two different selection criteria for
gene families. Eight groups of three genomes each were analyzed. In one selection scheme, a match-length requirement of 85% in BLASTN was imposed
(stringent selection), while in the other there was no match-length requirement in BLASTN (relaxed selection). Corresponding gene families constructed
under the two criteria were compared and classified into all possible types of gene families (total 33 = 27). Of these, only those types of gene families (12)
where at least one gene is present under both criteria, and where at least one gene changes its state under the two criteria, are shown. They are coded
as filled circles (present under both criteria), empty circles (absent under both criteria) and half-filled circles (absent under the stringent criterion and
present under the relaxed criterion). Numbers in the figure indicate the number of patchily distributed gene families that change their state when under
two different selection criteria. The last row is the total number of gene families for which differences in history might be incorrectly inferred, expressed
as a percentage of total gene families detected as present in one or two, but not three, genomes in a genome group. The total number of gene families
used in the calculation is listed in the second table in Additional data file 2. Branches on the three-taxon tree are denoted as a, b, c and d. G, gain; L, loss;
A, ambiguous (both gain and loss are equally parsimonious); C, core (that is, present in all three genomes). The subscript refers to the branch on which
the event is inferred. For the list of genomes in each group see Additional data file 3.
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practical concern and of theoretical

interest that we really do not have a

definition for gene loss. It is not clear

where - along the line from the appear-

ance of the first subtly deleterious

regulatory or missense mutation to the

deletion of the last nucleotide - we

would agree to declare a gene to be lost.

Parsimony-based inferences depend on

how we make that declaration, but most

quantitative treatments of gene loss in

evolution avoid this question alto-

gether. Moreover, in recombinogenic

species, the possibility of exchange of

remnants of inactivated genes between

lineages means that there will be

additional difficulties in reconstructing

the decay process for individual genes.

Indeed, in highly recombinogenic

groups such as Neisseria, where homo-

logous recombination, not mutation, is

the principal source of between-strain

sequence variation [22], it should

seldom be possible to reconstruct the

loss of an individual gene as a linear

process of decay. These problems are of

practical concern, as inferences about

gain and loss dominate discussion of

the evolution of pathogenicity and

environmental adaptation within species.

They are also of theoretical interest,

bearing on the use of parsimony in

evolutionary reconstruction.

As a matter of good practice, no claim

that strains of the same species differ in

gene content should be based on BLAST

results alone, as differences in anno-

tation abound and even BLASTing a

single genome against itself does not

recover all its annotated ORFs. No

BLASTP+BLASTN-based estimate of

the number of genes that a genome

must have received by LGT (because

they are absent from sister lineages in

the same species) should be accepted

without recognition that it is probably

too high, possibly by several-fold.

Species seem to differ in the extent to

which such estimates are sensitive to

BLAST parameters, and it is unlikely

that optimal parameters - could these

somehow be established - would be the

same for all species groups. Ideally, all

gene families would be examined for

even highly decayed remnants.

Additional data files
The following additional data are

available online with this paper.

Additional data file 1 contains Materials

and methods for the analyses

performed. Additional data file 2

describes in detail the comparison of

different BLAST-based criteria for

presence/absence detection. Additional

data file 3 is a table listing the

composition of the analyzed genome

groups.
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